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Our investment advisory activity

With the launch of the activities of our socio-industrial
center for the extraction and refining of oils (peanut,

baobab...) in Fimela/Djilor, the year 2023 promises to be

rich in learning and challenges. Indeed, convinced by
the innovative impact investment model developed by

LSF Capital, many young entrepreneurs/private investors
have come to meet LSF Capital's teams, notably in the

framework of our investment advisory and financial

engineering activities. During its two years of existence,
LSF Capital has been able to accompany more than

twenty private investors in their projects, thanks to its
young and qualified investment team.

Development of a rice project in Djilor

Within the framework of its partnership with the G.I.E of
women SALANE SEDAR of Djilor, the socio-industrial center
Léopold SEDAR SENGHOR allocates a part of its refined

peanut oil production to the DJIL'OR brand. This result has
strengthened the bonds of trust with the community and led

the G.I.E. to solicit LSF Capital for the development of a rice
project. Thus, on January 13, 2023, the LSF Capital team visited
the former rice fields of Djilor, which had been abandoned

due to the rise in salt. Following these exchanges, a pilot
phase on a perimeter of 40 hectares will be launched during

the 2023 winter season.
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Our strenght : our team

Since the start of the center's activities in December
2023, we have relied on a team of more than 20
young people from the district of Fimela (Djilor, Yayem,

Ndangane camp, Fimela). The parity between men
and women is almost respected in the center.

Our commitment to the town hall of Fimela and the
women of Djilor is to train the youth of this community

by promoting the emergence of future entrepreneurs
in the field of industry.
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